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The Connected Thread 
SALA 2018 Art Exhibition - Lobethal Woollen Mill  

“The Connected Thread” aims to explore the idea of fibre and textiles in contemporary and experimental art practice. Textile 
and fibre media are becoming more prominent in major galleries both nationally and internationally. Exhibitions like “Sappers 
and Shrapnel”, “Tarnanthi” and “Divided Worlds” at the Art Gallery of SA, Art Prizes such as the Heysen Prize (in which a number 
of our artists have been finalists) and international expos such as the Venice Biennale, now include artists exploring diverse 
textile media.  

Artists are using this medium to express connection to environment, politics, humanitarian and domestic themes. “The 
Connected Thread” exhibition seeks to emphasize the unseen thread that connects us all. If nothing else, we are human; bound 
to each and our environment both physically and spiritually.  

This is the twelfth exhibition curated by h.ART (Hills Art group). Over the past three years, h.ART has held eleven successful 
exhibitions at the newly appointed Arts and Heritage Hub in the State Heritage Listed, Lobethal Woollen Mill. The group came 
together with the intention of activating the beautiful vacant spaces of the Lobethal Woollen Mill Complex to engage the 
community in a diverse range of art experiences. Adelaide Hills Council supported the activation and h.ART has worked with 
artists from all over South Australia and the Adelaide Hills to bring together four SALA exhibitions, two Fringe Festival exhibitions 
and six community exhibitions.  

QUOTES “The Mill’s heritage space is unique. The high ceilings, huge windows and art deco interior make it an 
extraordinary exhibition space, filled with natural light. Spaces are also available for artists to work on moving 
image, site specific installations and large sculptural pieces,” said Anne Griffiths, curator, h.ART, 2018 SALA The 
Connected Thread exhibition.  

 “In past exhibitions we’ve attracted established and emerging artists and developed relationships with the art 
schools. We aim to bring current practice in the Arts to the Hills. Each exhibition has made the space its own 
with artist’s using sculpture, textiles, natural and found objects, installation, video, printmaking, photography 
and paintings to show variety and depth,” said Anne. 

“Our exhibitions are vibrant and thought-provoking. We are always excited to see them come to life. Whether 
they include installations of small trees, life-sized cloaked figures, expansive eco-dyed textiles, dark-
photography or fluorescent paintings, our visitors will experience a treat for the senses,” said Anne.  

IMAGES email request to h.art.advocates@gmail.com 

CONTACT  Anne Griffiths     Kendrea Rhodes 
Curator (h.ART) and artist    Communications (h.ART), artist and writer 
0431 374 616     0438 019 400 

WHEN  3 – 26 August 2018, open every weekend 11am – 4pm 

WHERE  Building 20, Lobethal Woollen Mill, Main Road, Lobethal 

WHO  h.ART (Hills Art Group) h.art.advocates@gmail.com  

WHAT Textile art exhibition of any medium fitting the theme, ‘The Connected Thread’. Artists must use or reference 
thread, fibre, textiles in the theme of connectedness. 

 The theme was originally inspired by the connection between the Lobethal Woollen Mill and the textile arts.  

OPENING Friday 3 August 6pm – 8pm   

Opening Speaker: Penny Griggs, CEO SALA Festival 

CLOSING Sunday 26 August 4pm 
Live Music from 1pm - 4pm  

Music by Adrienne Lovelock & friends, Adelaide Hills musicians 
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